In search for a universal splicing system, in this paper we present a Post system universal for the class of Post systems, and we discuss its translation into an extended splicing system with multiplicity. We also discuss the complexity of the resulting universal splicing system, comparing our result with recent known results about the translation of universal Turing machines into splicing systems.
Introduction
Since the possibility of molecular computing was shown by Adleman's pioneering work ( 1] ) which, in a test tube, experimentally solves a small instance of an NPcomplete problem, the theoretical formalization of such a new computing technology has been attracting much attention in computer science ( 3] 
5] 6] 12] 17]).
One of the formal frameworks for molecular computations is the Tom Head's splicing system ( or H system ), which gives a theoretical foundation for computing based on DNA recombination. Tom Head's seminal work ( 9] ) on modeling DNA recombination as a splicing system, and investigating its language theoretical properties is followed by a series of papers which contain results on the regularity of languages generated by splicing systems ( 4] The existence of a universal extended splicing system is proved in 5]. However, the proof is based on that of the universality of type 0 grammars, and therefore the authors do not present the actual size of their universal splicing system.
In this paper, we present a universal splicing system and its actual size based on the construction of a universal Post system of speci c form, called generalized regular form, and the conversion technique, proposed by 6], from a generalized regular Post system into an extended splicing system. Then, this paper considers the size of universal Post systems and universal splicing systems.
In section 2, we de ne fundamental notions and notations concerning Post systems and Splicing systems. Section 3 shows the existence of a universal Post system, which is then converted into an extended splicing system to show the existence of a universal splicing system of minimal size. In the last section we compare the complexity of our universal splicing system to those of two di erent splicing systems universal in the class of Turing machines.
the form of every rule in P is either uX ! vX or aX ! Xb, where u 2 + , v 2 , a; b 2 and X 2 V . A Post system G = (V; ; T ; P; A) is called a regular Post system i every rule in P is of the form uX ! vX, where u 2 + , v 2 and X 2 V . A Post system G = (V; ; T ; P; A) is called a normal Post system i every rule in P is of the form uX ! Xv, where u 2 + , v 2 and X 2 V . By PGR, PR and PN, we denote the family of languages generated by generalized regular Post systems regular Post systems, and normal Post systems, respectively. Theorem 1 ( 15] , 17]) (1) REG=PR (2) RE = POST = PGR = PN 2
Splicing Systems
An extended Head system (or EH system) is a quadruple H = ( ; T ; R; A), where is an alphabet of H, T ( ) is the terminal alphabet, R is the set of splicing rules such that R # $ # ($; # are special symbols not in ), and A( ) is the set of axioms.
For x; y; z; w 2 and r = u 1 #u 2 $u 3 #u 4 in R, we de ne (x, y)`r (z, w) if and only if x = x 1 u 1 u 2 x 2 , y = y 1 u 3 u 4 y 2 , and z = x 1 u 1 u 4 y 2 , w = y 1 u 3 u 2 x 2 ,
for some x 1 ; x 2 ; y 1 ; y 2 2 .
For an EH system H = ( ; T ; R; A) and a language L , we write (L) = fz 2 V j(x; y)`r (z; w) or (x; y)`r (w; z); for some x; y 2 L; r 2 Rg;
The language generated by H is de ned by
A multi-set M on is taken as a recursive function M : ! N f1g, where N is the set of non-negative integers. The set fw 2 jM(w) > 0g is called the support of M and is denoted by supp(M). A multi-set M is represented by a set of pairs f(x; M(x))jx 2 supp(M)g. For two multi-sets
An EH system H = ( ; T ; R; A) is called EH system with multiplicity if A is a multi-set on . For such an H = ( ; T ; R; A) and two multi-sets M 1 ; M 2 on , we de ne
there exist x; y; z; w 2 such that (i) M 1 (x) 1; M 1 (y) 1 and if x = y, then M 1 (x) 2, (ii) (x; y)`r (z; w) , for some r 2 R, (iii) M 2 = (M 1 ? f(x; 1); (y; 1)g) f(z; 1); (w; 1)g.
The language generated by an EH system H with multiplicity is de ned by L(H) = fw 2 T jw 2 supp(M); for some M such that A =) Mg; where =) is the re exive and transitive closure of =). R EH = R dr ( uX!wX2P R hh (u; w)) ( aX!Xb2P R rs (a; b; a b )). Then, the following theorem holds, which we will use to translate the universal Post system into splicing.
Theorem 3 6] For any generalized regular Post system G = (V; ; T ; P; A) with
3 Universality Results
A Universal Post System
For a given xed terminal alphabet T , a Post system G u = (V u ; u ; T ; P u ; ?) is called a universal Post system i for any given Post system G, there exists a nite set A such that L(G) = L(G 0 u ), where G 0 u = (V u ; u ; T ; P u ; A). In the following notation, given a set S = fs 1 ; : : :g we denote the set of bar symbols taken from S as S = fs 1 ; : : :g.
A universal Post system G u = (V u ; u ; T ; P u ; ?), of generalized regular form, is constructed as follows (the numbers in brackets indicate the cardinality of each set, and n is the cardinality of T ):
4n + 25] P u = P 0 P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 P 4 0 P 4 00 P 5 P 6 3n 2 + 33n + 85] where the sets of symbols are: Given a Post system G, by Theorem 1, there exists an equivalent system G 0 = (V 0 ; 0 ; T ; P 0 ; A 0 ) with set of rules P 0 = fu 1 X ! Xw 1 ; : : :; u k X ! w k Xg, and without loss of generality we may assume that G 0 has a unique axiom A 0 = fS 0 g. Then, we construct the following string w(G 0 ), where we encode the rules in P 0 starting from those of the form uX ! Xw: We say that a string w on V u is correct with respect to G 0 i w is of the form:
where W is a string derived from S 0 in the Post system G 0 . A string w is rotatively correct with respect to G 0 i w is a rotation of some correct string with respect to G 0 . For any correct string w with respect to G 0 such that:
the string W is called a terminal string of w.
Proof of L(G) L(
For proving L(G) L(G 0 u ), we will show how G 0 u works to simulate a derivation of the Post system G 0 . (Recall L(G) = L(G 0 ).) In the axiom w(G 0 ) and strings which are derived from w(G 0 ), single bar notations and double bar notations are used to indicate the Post rules and the derived strings in G 0 , respectively. Suppose that after applying some Post rules, we obtain the following correct string with respect to G 0 :
Before the description of the simulation, we must note that the application of the rule set P 0 enables us to obtain any rotation of strings on the alphabet 1 2 m . In the following simulation, the rule set P 0 will be used to obtain a string with an appropriate head which is necessary for the application of a rule under consideration.
Select Rules] Using rule set P 1 , we rst select a Post rule in G 0 which may be applied in the next step of the derivation. The application of the unique rule in P 1;1 generates a marker m 1 and converts x 1 into x 2 . This conversion is to prevent mixed applications of two rules at the same time, as will be stated later in the proof of the reverse direction. The marker m 1 is used to search a symbol d which indicates a starting position of a Post rule in G 0 . The rule set P 1;2 makes this search possible. By applying the rule in P 1;3 , we nally select a rule in G 0 and generate new markers m 2 and m r 2 at the front of the selected rule. Note that in P 1;2 can be a symbol d, which makes this search nondeterministic.
Thus, we can select any Post rule in G 0 . Suppose that a rule u p X ! Xw p is selected.
Match Rules and Heads] The marker m 2 tells us the starting position of the selected rule u p X ! Xw p , and m r 2 moves to the right hand side to nd the head of the string h(W) to be replaced (Rule set P 2;1 ). When m r 2 at rst meets a symbol with a double bar, except for % 1 , it is changed into a marker m l 2 (Rule set P 2;2 ). (Note that m r 2 % 1 X ! % 1 ; m r 2 X is contained in P 2;1 .) The marker m l 2 with the rst symbol in h(W) moves to the left hand side until it reaches to m 2 , and it is checked whether coincides with, ignoring the bar notations, the rst single barred symbol on the right hand side of m 2 . If it matches, the symbol is deleted, and m 2 and m r 2 jump over to the right hand side (Rule set P 2;3 P 2;4 ). This matching procedure continues until all symbols in h(u p ) match the head string of h(W), and the marker m 2 reaches to the end of h(u p ) (Rule sets P 2;5 ; P 2;6 ). Note that the symbol c or b tells us the termination of this matching.
Generate New Tails / Heads] The termination of the matching produces a new marker m r 3 on the right hand side of the symbol c or b. That marker is used to generate a new tail (a head, when the corresponding rule is of the form uX ! vX) h(w p ). The marker m r 3 moves to the right hand side and generates a symbol in h(w p ) step by step, until it reaches to the end of the selected rule u p X ! Xw p (Rule set P 3;1 P 3;2 ). The symbol d or x 2 will tell us the end of the rule. Then, a new marker m l 3 moves to the left hand side and nds the starting symbol of h(w p ) (P 3;3 P 3;4 ). The symbol c or b will tell us the position of the starting symbol of h(w p ). P 3;5 distinguishes the case of the simulation of a rule of the form uX ! vX, which substitutes head to head and not head to tail. Move New Tails] The rule set P 4 is used to move the newly generated symbols with double bar notations to the correct positions (i.e., on the left hand side of the symbol % 2 ). The marker m l 4 with a double barred symbol moves to the left hand side until it reaches to % 2 and places on the left hand side of % 2 (Rule set P 4;1 P 4;2 ). Then, a new marker m r 4 moves to the right hand side and nds the next symbol with a double bar notation (Rule set P 4;3 P 4;4 ). This process proceeds until all of the symbols in a new tail h(w p ) move to their correct positions, and nally we get into a situation where m r 4 can not nd any double barred symbol in h(w p ), moves further to the right hand side, and replaces x 2 by x 1 (Rule set P 4;5 ). Move New Heads] This step is accomplished by moving the new head, rst inside the % 2 symbol (Rule set P 4 0 ) and then close to % 1 (Rule set P 4 00 ). The operation is the same as in P 4 , but the new head is actually being re-reversed by the insertion in the leading position of one symbol at a time.
Thus, we can obtain the string of the form:
where W 0 is a string derived from W applying the rule u p X ! Xw p in the Post system G 0 .
It is only left to show the method for eventually removing rules and bar notations. Suppose that after applying some Post rules, we obtain the following correct string with respect to G 0 :
where W is a string on T derived from S 0 in the Post system G 0 .
Remove Rules] We rst apply the rule in P 5;1 to replace x 1 by a marker m 5 .
Then, m 5 is used to delete symbols with single bar notations step by step (Rule set P 5;2 ). When we get into a situation where we can nd no single barred symbols in the string, then a new marker m 6 is introduced on the right hand side of % 1 (Rule set P 5;3 ).
Remove Bars] By successively applying a rule in P 6;1 and a rule in P 6;2 , we can remove double bar notations from a double barred symbol step by step.
Finally, the removal of the double bar notations from every symbol 2 T produces a string of the form m 6 % 2 % 1 W. Applying the rule in P 6;3 to this string, we obtain the resulting string W on the terminal alphabet T .
Proof of L(G) L(G
For proving L(G) L(G 0 u ), we need the following two claims.
Claim 1 Let w be any correct string with respect to G 0 de ned by the following:
where W is a string derived from S 0 in the Post system G 0 . Suppose that after applying some of the rules in P 0 , we apply the rule in P 5;1 . Then, we can nally obtain a string w with no markers in m i W is a string on T . Further, w = W holds.
Proof
After the application of the rule in P 5;1 , we should have the following string:
The only rules we can apply to a rotation of this string are the rules in P 0 P 5;2 . Note that we can not apply the rule in P 1;1 since w 0 does not have the symbol x 1 . Furthermore, note that the rule in P 5;3 can not be applied to w 0 since there exists some description of rules in w 0 between % 2 and % 1 .
As we have previously mentioned in section 3.2, by applying rules in P 0 and P 5;2 , we can remove the description of rules step by step. Furthermore, it holds that the only way to remove the marker m 5 is the application of the rule in P 5;3 , since the rule in P 5;3 is the unique rule that has m 5 on the left hand side, but not on the right hand side. Therefore, we must apply some rules in P 5;3 in order to obtain a string with no markers. For the application of the rule in P 5;3 , we must have a string of the form % 2 m 5 % 1 , which implies that the string has no description of rules between % 2 and % 1 . Thus, after the application of the rule in P 5;3 , we should have the string:
In case of W = , the only rule that can be applied to w 00 is the rule in P 6;3 , and therefore, we should obtain . Thus, the claim holds obviously. Suppose that the string h(W) is of the form x 1 x n , where x i 2 2 (1 i n). Then, the rules we can apply to w 00 and its rotation are only the rules in P 0 P 6;1 . We can not remove the marker m 6 by applying only the rules in P 0 . Thus, we must apply some rule in P 6;1 in order to obtain a rule with no markers. The only rule in P 6;1 we can apply to a rotation of w 00 is the rule m 6 x 1 X ! x 1 m 6 X, and therefore, we should obtain the string: x 1 m 6 x 2 x n % 2 % 1 :
(Furthermore, we must require that x 1 2 T .) Then, the rule which can be applied to this string is only the rule x 1 X ! Xx 1 in P 6;2 . Note that we can not apply the rules in P 0 since we can not rotate any symbol in T . Therefore, we must apply this rule to the above string. Thus, we should obtain the following string i x 1 2 T : m 6 x 2 x n % 2 % 1 x 1 : Recursively applying the same discussion, we have that in order to obtain a string with no markers, we must successively apply the rules in P 6;1 and P 6;2 in a similar manner discussed above, and nally we should obtain the following string i W 2 T : m 6 % 2 % 1 x 1 x n : The rules we can apply to this string are only the rules in P 0 P 6;3 . The application of the rules in P 0 does not cause any removal of markers. Thus, we must apply the rule in P 6;3 , and we should obtain x 1 x n , to which we can apply no rules. Thus, this is the termination of the derivation. This completes the proof of the claim. 2 Claim 2 Let w be any correct string with respect to G 0 de ned by the following:
where W is a string derived from S 0 in the Post system G 0 . Suppose that after applying some of the rules in P 0 , we apply the rule in P 1;1 , and consider the next point in the derivation from w when we obtain a string w 0 with no markers in m . Then, w 0 should be a rotation of the following string:
After the application of the rule in P 1;1 , we should have the following string:
The rules which can be applied to this string and its rotation are only those in the rule set P 0 P 1;2 . Note that the rules in P 5;1 can not be applied since the symbol x 1 is not contained in this string. The application of the rules in P 0 only produces a rotation of the string. Therefore, in order to obtain a string with no markers, we have to apply some rule in P 1;2 , which causes a transition of the marker m 1 to the left hand side. The only way to remove m 1 from the current string is to apply the rule in P 1;3 , since it is the unique rule that has m 1 on the left hand side, but not on the right hand side. Therefore, we must apply the rule in P 1;3 , and the resulting string should be the following (here printed split on two lines): In a similar manner, careful investigation of the forms of the rules in P u reveals that the only way to remove markers from the given string is to follow the simulation described in section 3.2. This will complete the proof of the claim. 2 It is clear that in order to obtain a string on T from the given axiom w(G 0 ), we must apply either P 1;1 or P 5;1 , since the rules we can apply to w(G 0 ) are only those in P 0 P 1;1 P 5;1 . Thus, the Claim 1 and the Claim 2 assert that the strings with no markers which can be produced by G 0 u are either rotatively correct with respect to G 0 or a terminal string of some correct string with respect to G 0 . This implies that we have no chance to produce an incorrectly derived string with respect to G 0 . This completes the proof of L(G) L(G 0 u ).
Summarizing the result, we have the following.
Theorem 4 There exists a universal Post system G u = (V u ; u ; T ; P u ; ?) of generalized regular form such that j P u j 5n 2 + 52n+ 137, where n =j T j. 2 
A Universal Splicing System
Given an alphabet T , an EH system H u = ( u ; T ; R u ; A u ) with multiplicity is called a universal EH system with multiplicity i for every EH system H = ( ; T ; R; A) with multiplicity, there exists a nite set A H such that L(H) = L(H 0 u ), where H 0 u = ( u ; T ; R u ; A u A H ).
Theorem 5 There exists a universal EH system H u = ( u ; T ; R u ; A u ) with multiplicity such that j R u j 29n 2 +405n+1414 and j A u j 17n 2 +225n+784, where n =j T j. Proof By Theorem 4, there exists a universal Post system G u = (V; ; T ; P; ?) of generalized regular form. This G u can be converted into an EH system H u = ( u ; T ; R u ; A u ) using the conversion technique described in section 2. 
Comparisons and Conclusions
We built a Post system universal in the class of Post systems, and we translated it into an extended splicing system with multiplicity. Thus we have a splicing system universal in the class of Post systems. Any splicing system has an equivalent Post system, and thus it can simulated by this universal splicing system, but we don't know yet of any splicing system directly universal in the class of splicing systems. Instead, a couple of results are already known about how to build a splicing system universal in the class of Turing machines.
In 2] the idea is to take a known universal Turing machine, to translate it to a type-0 grammar, using techniques known from the literature about formal languages, and nally translating this to an extended splicing system with a set of rules belonging to the class of regular languages, using a technique from 12]. When this method is applied to a Turing machine with m states and n symbols, the resulting splicing system has a number of axioms in the order of O(n 2 m), while an in nite number of rules is needed. The universal splicing system speci cally considered in that paper has 182 axioms.
In 7] a more direct technique is followed. The paper shows how to build an extended splicing system with multiplicity, equivalent to any given Turing machine. When this technique is applied to a Turing machine with m states, n symbols, and i instructions, the resulting splicing system has a number of axioms in the order of O((m + n)i), and a number of rules in the order of O(n 3 i). Thus we can choose a minimal universal Turing machine and apply to it this translation, to have another extended splicing system with multiplicity universal in the class of Turing machines. In 7] an explicit universal splicing system is even built starting from a universal Turing machine with three tapes.
Our main result shows how to build a universal Post system, but we went on to explicitly compute the size of a universal splicing system obtained as a translation of that speci c universal Post system. We obtain rather big gures, but still in the order of O(n 2 ), where n is the number of terminal symbols used by Post systems being simulated. Of course, we could, and should, use some coding of those symbols, such as unary encoding, to obtain constant gures for the size of the universal system, but we have not investigated into details this option. Please note that Theorem 1 would allow to simulate just systems from PN: in this way we could make the universal system simpler, slightily reducing the constants given in Theorems 4 and 5, but not changing the order of those bounds with respect to n.
